
THE WOMEN OF TROY  SCHOOLSDAY PERFORMANCE 
 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
 

 
Date:      Wednesday October 22    
 
Venue:     Wharf 1 
 
Suitability:     Years 11-12     
 
Pre-performance forum   10.30 am 
 
Lunch Break    11.15 am 
 
Performance commences:   12.15 pm 
 
Performance concludes:  1.45pm 
 
Post-performance Q&A concludes 2.05pm (approx) 
 
There will be no interval. 
 
Please note: latecomers will not be permitted entry into this performance 
 
This production contains strong violence and repeated live gun shots both 
on and off stage. Please ensure you have discussed and considered these 
aspects of the production in relation to your students.  
 
   
We respectfully ask that you discuss theatre etiquette with your students prior to coming to 
the performance. 
 
Running Late? 
Please contact Sydney Theatre Company’s main switch on 9250 1700 and a message will 
be passed to Front of House.  
 
Booking Queries 
Please contact Toni Murphy on 02 9250 1795 or tmurphy@sydneytheatre.com.au 
 
 
General Education Queries 
Please contact Helen Hristofski, Education Manager, on 02 9250 1726 or 
hhristofski@sydneytheatre.com.au 
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Sydney Theatre Company 
 
Sydney Theatre Company (STC) produces theatre of the highest standard that 
consistently illuminates, entertains and challenges. It is committed to the engagement 
between the imagination of its artists and its audiences, to the development of the art form 
of theatre, and to excellence in all its endeavours. 
 
STC has been a major force in Australian drama since its establishment in 1978. It was 
created by the New South Wales Government, following the demise of the Old Tote 
Theatre Company.  
 
Under the leadership of co-Artistic Directors Cate Blanchett and Andrew Upton, STC's 
annual subscription season features up to 12 plays including: recent or new Australian 
works, interpretations of theatrical classics and contemporary foreign works. In addition 
STC regularly co-produces and tours productions throughout Australia, playing annually to 
audiences in excess of 300,000. STC actively fosters relationships and collaborations with 
international artists and companies. In 2006 STC began a new journey of artistic 
development with the inception of The Actors Company, the STC ensemble. 
 
To access detailed information on Sydney Theatre Company, its history and 
productions please contact our Archivist Judith Seeff at 
jseeff@sydneytheatre.com.au 
 

 

Sydney Theatre Company Education 
 
Sydney Theatre Company is committed to education by programming original 
productions and workshops that enthuse and engage the next generation of theatre-
goers. Within the education programme Sydney Theatre Company produces its own 
season of plays as well as collaborates with leading theatre-for-young-people companies 
across Australia. 
 
Often a young person’s first experience of theatre is facilitated by teachers. STC ensures 
access to all of its mainstage productions through the schoolsday programme as well as 
produces and tours theatre specifically crafted to resonate with young people.  
 
Sydney Theatre Company has an extensive on-line resource for teachers and students. 
Visit www.sydneytheatre.com.au/education.  
 
We encourage teachers to subscribe to regular e-news to keep informed as well as access 
heavily discounted tickets and special offers/ 
 
For further information on STC Education programme, please contact the Education 
Manager Helen Hristofski at hhristofski@sydneytheatre.com.au  
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Production Credits 
 

THE WOMEN OF TROY 
by Euripides 
Adapted by Barrie Kosky and Tom Wright 
 
CAST 
HECUBA, QUEEN OF TROY    ROBYN NEVIN 
 
CASSANDRA/ANDROMACHE/HELEN OF TROY  MELITA JURISIC 
 
MENELAUS/VOICE     ARTHUR DIGNAM 
 
WOMEN OF TROY,     QUEENIE VAN DE ZANDT 

NATALIE GAMSU  
JENNIFER VULETIC 

 
GUARDS       PATRICIA COTTER, 

KYLE ROWLING 
 
ASTYANAX       NAREK ARMAGANIAN,  

NICHOLAS BAKOPOULOS-COOKE 
 
MUSICIAN       DARYL WALLIS 
 
 
CREATIVE TEAM 
 
DIRECTOR/ MUSICAL DIRECTOR    BARRIE KOSKY 

SET & COSTUME DESIGNER   ALICE BABIDGE 

LIGHTING DESIGNER     DAMIEN COOPER 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR     BENJAMIN WINSPEAR 

SOUND DESIGNER      DAVID GILFILLAN 

FIGHT DIRECTOR      KYLE ROWLING 

PRODUCTION MANAGER     JANET EADES 

STAGE MANAGER      ANNA KOSKY 

ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER    BELINDA DI LORENZO 
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SIMON ROBINSON 

PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHER    TRACEY SCHRAMM 
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Plot Synopsis 
 
To familiarise students with the story, the following ‘Back Story’ and ‘Summary’ is 
provided. Students may down their initial response to the story, which you can reflect back 
on, after you have seen the play. 
 
Back Story 
 
For ten years, Troy was besieged by a combined army of Greeks. The war was fought to 
recapture Helen, the wife of Menelaus. She had absconded with (or been abducted by) 
Paris, son of Hecuba, Troy’s Queen. In the course of the siege, Hecuba’s son Hector was 
killed by the Greek hero Achilles. Achilles was killed by Paris who was in turn killed by a 
Greek arrow. 
 
Finally the war came to an end when Odysseus had built a wooden horse which was left 
outside Troy’s gates. Thinking the Greeks had left an offering and fled; the Trojans 
dragged the horse inside their city and celebrated their victory. That night soldiers 
emerged from the horse and opened the gates. Priam, King of Troy, was killed by the son 
of Achilles. The Greeks massacred the inhabitants and began demolishing the city. 
 
 
Production Summary 
 
HECUBA:  I see what the Gods do…. They pile high great towers of nothing. 

And smash down anything we think great. 
 
Troy is a ruin. The men are dead, most of the children are dead and the surviving women 
are herded behind wire fences, awaiting transportation to slavery or (hopefully) death, as 
their Greek conquerors mete out violence and destruction. Death seems a blessing given 
the alternatives, but fate walks a crooked line. 
 
Hecuba, their Queen, once the most powerful woman in the empire, awaits her uncertain 
future haunted by memories, visions and prophecies. In a series of hallucinogenic 
episodes she is visited by her mad, blind daughter Cassandra; her grieving daughter-in-
law Andromache and the woman who triggered the whole catastrophe, Helen. 
 
Amid this ruin of Troy, Queen Hecuba struggles to find a path that will lead her women to 
freedom – these visions and prophecies crowd around her, battling with the constant news 
of another child murdered, another friend betrayed. Her seemingly mad daughter, 
Cassandra sees even greater calamity ahead; her widowed daughter-in-law, Andromache 
is to be enslaved, and then there is the woman who sparked the war – Helen.   
 
One of the most powerful and compelling anti-war plays ever written, Euripides’ tragedy 
reels with the consequences of destruction. 
 
Millennia since its first utterance, Euripides’ tragedy still shudders with urgency and insight 
as one of the greatest explorations of war’s unending horror.  
 
By distilling the essence of this masterpiece to reveal a disturbing and visceral chamber 
work, the team of Barrie Kosky and Tom Wright (The Lost Echo) have focused their 
unique theatrical scrutiny on the realm of mythology illuminating its enduring connection to 
the contemporary world. 
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The defeated Queen Hecuba is played by Robyn Nevin and Melita Jurisic portrays all 
three of the other Trojan Women; Andromache, Helen and Cassandra who move in 
counterpoint to Hecuba’s dance with destiny. The Women of Troy dates from 415 BC 
 
APOLLO:  When mortals rape cities, blood-splatter temples, 

Then to graves they condemn themselves; If they destroy, they die… 
 
 
 
 
Genre: Tragedy 
 
M.H. Abrams defines tragedy as “a dramatic representation of a serious and important 
action which turns out disastrously for the chief character (protagonist). Detailed 
discussions of the tragic form properly begin with Aristotle’s Poetics. He based his theory 
on the only examples available to him, the tragedies of the Greek dramatists such as 
Sophocles, Aeschylus and Euripides.” P.173 
 
Reference: M.H. Abrams, A Glossary of Literary Terms, Holt, Rinehart and Winston New 
York 2001 
 
“Tragedy is the imitation of an action which is a whole, completed and substantial. 
(Something can be whole without being substantial.) By ‘whole’ I mean that it has a 
beginning, a middle and an end.” P.11 
 
Reference: Aristotle Poetics – a new translation by Kenneth McLeish, Dramatic Contexts, 
Nick Hern Books London 1998 
 
Translator McLeish discusses the famous Aristotelian concept of Unity of Action: “the 
events of a tragedy should have internal coherence and inevitability, following one logical 
sequence from beginning to conclusion. p.xiv 
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EURIPIDES AND THE WOMEN OF TROY 
Research by Tom Wright 
 
Euripides was born 480 BC and rose to become one of the three great Athenian 
dramatists of that century. His status however was tempered by what might be described 
as an outsider’s perspective, and his concerns as outlined in his plays may have been the 
reason for his lack of success compared to Aeschlyus or Sophocles.  
 
Aeschlyus won the Dionysia (the annual playwrighting competition) thirteen times and 
Sophocles eighteen, but in his lifetime Euripides was only given the victor’s prize four 
times. Perhaps for this reason stories developed that he grew bitter towards the end of his 
life; certainly by 407 he took himself into exile and went to live in the cold of Macedon, 
where he died. 
 
The Women of Troy was presented to the Dionysia in 415, and was, unusually for 
Euripides, part of a trilogy. The first part of the trilogy, Alexandros, (now lost) dealt with the 
childhood of Paris and how he came back to his royal home after being brought up by 
shepherds. The second missing part, Palamedes, dealt with incidents that happened on 
the Greek side in the lead up to the fall of Troy. So The Women of Troy existed with two 
plays of full development and imagination preceding it, which perhaps explains its ‘stand 
and deliver’ quality; the action is over, now for the shouting.  
 
The three-part theme rumbles like a ghost through the surviving work though; its relatively 
simple structure is that three different Trojan women come before the eternal figure of 
Hecuba, the deposed queen. These three women represent the tripartite feminine of the 
saga; virgin (Cassandra), mother (Andromache) and whore (Helen). This in itself has an 
echo of the original, weird beauty pageant which started the whole mess, when Paris was 
asked to judge between the Virgin (Athene), the Mother (Hera) and the Whore (Aphrodite). 
It is as if Euripides is allowing his human beings to parody the machinations of the 
universe, even in their suffering. 
 
But there’s another interesting aspect to the play. The year before The Women of Troy 
was premiered, Athens had defeated the city of Melos, and had controversially put the 
entire male population to the sword before enslaving every woman and child. In the 
audience for the first performance of the play would have been many members of that 
great democracy who had, less than twelve months earlier, lined up Melian men and slit 
their throats one after the other. The audience would have been littered with good citizens 
who had Melian women and children as slaves in their homes and businesses. None of 
this can have been far from the mind of anyone listening to Hecuba’s descriptions of war, 
or its aftermath. 
 
There’s something passing about the universe that this play envisages. What unites all 
these characters is that everything they assume is certain about the world is actually liable 
to be brought crashing down around their ears. It’s as if the gods have, like distracted 
children, placed insects in a jar and given it a good shake. 
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Euripides (Ancient Greek: Εὐριπίδης) (ca. 484 
BC–406 BC) was the last of the three great 
tragedians of classical Athens (the other two being 
Aeschylus and Sophocles).  Ancient scholars 
thought that Euripides had written ninety-five plays, 
although four of those were probably written by 
Critias. Eighteen of Euripides' plays have survived 
complete. It is now widely believed that what was 
thought to be a nineteenth, Rhesus, was probably 
not by Euripides. Fragments, some substantial, of 
most of the other plays also survive.  
 
More of his plays have survived than those of 
Aeschylus and Sophocles together, partly because 
of the chance preservation of a manuscript that was 
probably part of a complete collection of his works in 
alphabetical order.  Euripides is known primarily for 
having reshaped the formal structure of traditional 
Attic tragedy by showing strong women characters 
and intelligent slaves, and by satirizing many heroes 
of Greek mythology.  
 
His plays seem modern by comparison with those of 
his contemporaries, focusing on the inner lives and 
motives of his characters in a way previously 
unknown to Greek audiences. One of the more 
famous quotes attributed to him by recent writers, 
"Whom the gods would destroy, they first make 
mad", does not occur in his works and probably pre-
dates him. 

 
Image: Euripides, Vatican Museum. 
 
According to legend, Euripides was born in Salamís on September 23, 480 BC, the 
day of the Persian War's greatest naval battle. Other sources estimate that he was 
born as early as 485 BC. 
 
His father's name was either Mnesarchus or Mnesarchides and his mother's name 
Cleito.  Evidence suggests that the family was wealthy and influential. It is 
recorded that he served as a cup-bearer for Apollo's dancers, but he grew to 
question the religion he grew up with, exposed as he was to thinkers such as 
Protagoras, Socrates, and Anaxagoras. 
 
He was married twice, to Choerile and Melito, though sources disagree as to which 
woman he married first. He had three sons, and it is rumored that he also had a 
daughter who was killed after a rabid dog attacked her. (Some say this was merely 
a joke made by Aristophanes, who often poked fun at Euripides.) 
 
The record of Euripides' public life, other than his involvement in dramatic 
competitions, is almost non-existent. The only reliable story of note is one by 
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Aristotle about Euripides being involved in a dispute over a liturgy - a story which 
offers strong proof to Euripides being a wealthy man.  
 
It has been said that he travelled to Syracuse, Sicily; that he engaged in various 
public or political activities during his lifetime; that he wrote his tragedies in a 
sanctuary, The Cave of Euripides on Salamis Island; and that he left Athens at the 
invitation of king Archelaus I of Macedon and stayed with him in Macedonia after 
408 BC. According to Pausanias, Euripides was buried in Macedonia. 
 
Euripides Plays’  
 
Euripides first competed in the Dionysia, the famous Athenian dramatic festival, in 
455 BC, one year after the death of Aeschylus. He came in third, reportedly 
because he refused to cater to the fancies of the judges. It was not until 441 BC 
that he won first prize, and over the course of his lifetime, Euripides claimed a 
mere four victories. He also won one posthumous victory. 
 
He was a frequent target of Aristophanes' humour. He appears as a character in 
The Acharnians, Thesmophoriazusae, and most memorably in The Frogs, where 
Dionysus travels to Hades to bring Euripides back from the dead. After a poetry 
competition, the god opts to bring Aeschylus instead. 
 
Euripides' final competition in Athens was in 408 BC; there is a story that he left 
Athens embittered over his defeats. He accepted an invitation by the king of 
Macedon in 408 or 407 BC, and once there he wrote Archelaus in honour of his 
host. He is believed to have died there in winter 407/6 BC; ancient biographers 
have told many stories about his death, but the simple truth was that it was 
probably his first exposure to the harsh Macedonia winter which killed him. The 
Bacchae was performed after his death in 405 BC and won first prize. 
 
When compared with Aeschylus, who won thirteen times, and Sophocles, with 
eighteen victories, Euripides was the least honoured of the three—at least in his 
lifetime. Later in the 4th century BC, the dramas of Euripides became the most 
popular. His works influenced New Comedy and Roman drama, and were later 
idolized by the French classicists; his influence on drama reaches modern times. 
 
Euripides' greatest works include Alcestis, Medea, Electra, and The Bacchae. Also 
considered notable is Cyclops, the only complete satyr play currently in existence. 
The manuscript, apparently part of a multiple volume, alphabetically-arranged 
collection of Euripides' works, whose preservation accounts for the comparatively 
large number of extant plays of Euripides, was rediscovered after lying in a 
monastic collection for approximately eight hundred years. 
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About The Production 
Director’s Note  
BY Barrie Kosky 
 
This production of The Women of Troy is the third Euripides work that I have directed. I 
staged Medea in Vienna and The Bacchae as part of The Lost Echo.  
 
Euripides is the Greek playwright that I love most of all. His female characters are 
astonishing in their variety and complexity. His plays are personal, non judgemental, 
passionate dramas that frequently blur the borders between love, madness, family and 
belief.  
 
The Women of Troy is like no other Greek tragedy and like no other play. It plays out after 
a catastrophe. It is concerned with women and children. It questions fundamental 
principles of faith, duty and love. Hardly anything happens in it and yet it is restlessly 
dramatic. It is, without doubt, one of the most searing and moving anti-war plays every 
written. And in our lives, it is hideously and disturbingly potent. 
 
Euripides used a great deal of music in this play. Over half of the original would have been 
sung. I have used a diverse range of music in this production: madrigals and songs of 
John Dowland and Carlo Gesualdo, Mozart, Bizet and Slovenian folk songs. The women 
hang onto their sanity through music. It is their last stop before madness, exile or death. 

Reprinted from the STC programme courtesy of Laura Scrivano, Publications Editor. 

 
 

“The theatre seems to me the perfect place for the ecstatic to manifest itself. Theatre is by 
its very nature an alchemical mix of manipulation, ritual and stimulation. Body, voice, light, 
sound. Who really knows what will be unleashed or unearthed when these forces 
combine. Or in what theatrical moments these forces will choose to emerge. 

Reference: Barrie Kosky On Ecstasy Melbourne University Press 2008 p.51 
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“Lingering Destruction” 
 
Tom Wright (facilitator and co-adaptor of The Women of Troy), in Currents, STC’s 
Subscriber Magazine, Vol.27, No.2, June 2008 – interviewed by Laura Scrivano 
 

“I see what the Gods do…They pile high great towers of nothing. And smash 
down anything we think is great” 
Hecuba, The Women of Troy 

 
 
The twenty year collaboration of writer (and STC Associate Director) Tom Wright and 
award-winning director Barrie Kosky continue with their new adaptation of Euripides’ 
powerful The Women of Troy. As they begin their re-examination of this classic, Currents 
spoke to Tom Wright about language, creative process and the consequences of 
perversion and violence. 
 
The Women of Troy is described as a "compelling anti-war play" in the season 
brochure - what is at the heart of the story for you? What drew you and Barrie 
Kosky to the work? 
 
Well, an anecdote, a bit of context to start. When Euripides staged The Women of Troy in 
415 BC there was a particular context; only months earlier the Athenians had finally 
triumphed in their siege of Melos. They had been at war for some time, but it was hardly a 
fair fight. Athens was an expansionist power, Melos a small island that had tried to stay out 
of Athens’ way. For months the Melians held out as they were besieged, forcing the 
Athenians to devote more and more resources to breaking the deadlock. Finally, the siege 
was broken and the Athenians swept through Melos. Then, in an act of vindictiveness, 
they proceeded to execute every Melian male of age to bear arms, and enslave every 
woman and child. A massacre such as this wasn’t unprecedented behaviour, but it must 
have been in the minds of the audience as they watched Euripides’ play unfold before 
them. There’s no two ways about it, it is an anti-war play, but that’s much like saying the 
sky is blue or the harbour is wet. One of the reasons why the play stays fresh is that it 
deals with the way war lingers and resonates through subsequent generations. The play 
doesn’t deal with battles, or the direct impact of physical violence, although these things 
are obviously present. The core subject is the way war destroys the lives of those 
condemned to be left alive.  
 
The story is fairly simple; Hecuba, the Queen of Troy, once the most powerful woman in 
an empire, finds herself held in a camp with the other women while they wait to be loaded 
onto ships and taken by their conquerors as sex slaves. Her daughter and her two 
daughters-in-law are also there, but Hecuba is the constant, never leaving the stage. She 
has some of the most wonderful speeches in theatre, and her mixture of stoicism and 
status act as counterpoint to the three other women of Troy. Cassandra is a visionary and 
a priestess who has clearly been driven insane by the defilement of her temple and her 
virginity. Andromache is full of recrimination. And Helen is a mess of self-justification and 
victimhood.  
 
So, for me the attraction was in the speeches. A mixture of brutality and beauty, that 
Euripidean ‘interiority’, those strong female roles he wrote. But there are other attractions; 
much of the work Barrie and I have done over the years has been about exile, about 
otherness. About the way civilisation seems a thin veneer and underneath is venality, 
perversion and violence. About the ways some of these darker elements are ignored or 
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denied, about what happens when they emerge. The Women of Troy ponders these sorts 
of things. 
  
How is the adapting process going? What is it like working with Barrie across 
hemispheres? 
  
We had one working session together and we managed to arrive at a blueprint pleasing to 
both of us fairly quickly. So maybe working together over twenty years helps, or maybe 
this one has been gestating for a while and was ready. Though, in a working relationship 
with Barrie the most profitable way to proceed is to listen. He knows what he wants. For 
example, the role of Chorus in this production will be heavily slanted to the musical; we 
have three very fine, strong, womanly voices in Jenny Vuletic, Natalie Gemsu and 
Queenie Van de Zandt, and as a trio they can produce a sound redolent with mourning but 
also with a beautiful, almost wistful sense of wisdom. Barrie wants to work with 
seventeenth century madrigals, so I think there’ll be a sense of a conversation between 
post-classical language delivered by two brilliant actresses and the exquisite songs. 
 
What form does the work take? Does it depart radically from the Euripides’ original? 
  
Formally it follows the original play. The roles are all played, in order, with the exception of 
the Chorus as we’ve mentioned above. But even they fulfil their structural function. Arthur 
Dignam will play the mean-spirited Menelaus, who reveals in one scene a form of male 
damage; even the victors are victims of war, their humanity is diseased. Euripides spares 
no-one, and we hope we’ve kept that intact. 
 
What is it like moving from a grand scale work like The Lost Echo to this chamber 
piece? 
  
From my point of view, there’s not a great deal of difference. For those who saw The Lost 
Echo, this piece will probably be more like the second part, the section where female 
characters told their stories. We have tried to focus on the language, on the unfolding of 
stories, and on the music.  
 
What will audiences take from the play? 
  
We’d love it if audiences caught a glimpse of that wonderful thing theatre can provide – a 
sense of the long-dead speaking to the living. When Euripides works on stage it’s like a 
society from nearly two and a half thousand years ago has broken through the problems of 
time and the rise and fall of empires, and something essential might just be grasped. It 
would be great if audiences felt the beauty in terror, and the horror in beauty. But most of 
all, I think if you have Robyn Nevin and Melita Jurisic on stage, there will be an astounding 
demonstration of dextrous use of language.  
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Reference: Bryce Hallett, “War and caprice, Kosky-style” in Spectrum in  
The Sydney Morning Herald, September 6, 2008  
 
Barrie Kosky takes his seat at the head of a long table strewn with sheets of music, 
scraps of paper, coffee mugs and scripts. It is surrounded by a mismatched array 
of empty wooden chairs, where the actors huddle during the day to prepare for 
Kosky and Tom Wright's version of Euripides' anti-war classic, The Women Of 
Troy. 
 
It is the end of a demanding day for the actors and creative team in the Sydney 
Theatre Company's rehearsal room but Kosky - dreamer, maestro and director - is 
alert, talkative and inquisitive. Aside from black-painted wooden panels and a 
harpsichord, there are few clues as to what the world of the play will look like. 
 
What I can tell, however, is that the magic and music of the hallucinogenic 
episodes will essentially come from the actors themselves; their bodies and voices 
exercised and stretched into service for what the director assures will be a visceral, 
disturbing and transformative experience. Audiences familiar with Kosky's 
expressive theatre and opera productions would expect no less. 
 
The twinkling lights of Luna Park, across the harbour from the theatre company's 
wharf headquarters, might seem a world away from the auteur's dark visions yet 
his love of fantasy, wonderment and child's play feeds into his austere burlesques, 
as does a deep appreciation of ancient storytelling forms and myths. 
His interest in the classics and, moreover, his compulsion to excavate and 
reinvigorate them, is shared by Wright, a close friend and collaborator since their 
Melbourne University days in the late 1980s. 
 
Over the years, they have hatched a dozen or so productions together: Kosky as 
the ideas man, provocateur, ringmaster and mentor; Wright as the translator, 
dramaturg and writer who, in his words, is a servant to the master. 
 
Kosky jokes that they are the George and Ira Gershwin of Australian theatre, a 
throwaway line perhaps but there is some truth to it, given their passion for the 
rhythms of language, the rigour and risk underpinning their work and the feeling of 
being outsiders in a culture, obsessed with celebrity and sport. 
 
They met when Kosky was being noticed in student theatre and Wright was 
studying arts at Melbourne University. "Barrie cast me as a non-speaking character 
in Electra," Wright says. "There were autumn leaves all over the floor and Barrie 
played the piano so loudly, you couldn't hear the actors." 
 
Their artistic partnership took off in Melbourne in the early '90s when Gilgud 
Theatre began life in a derelict smash repair shop in St Kilda. It was billed as 
Australia's first professional Jewish theatre company. Its spare, earthily expressive 
rituals, uninhibited acting, potent myth-making, madness and rage were all part of 
the playground, which continues to distinguish their productions. They were both in 
their early 20s. 
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Gilgud was not the place to go for a nice night's entertainment or for diversionary 
fare. It was exciting and raw, sweaty and nightmarish. There was always music or 
singing in one form or another and great moments of beauty, which quickly 
dissolved into ugliness or squalor. 
 
The company's trilogy of The Dybbuk, Es Brent and Levad was intimate, difficult 
and thrilling. The ensemble included Wright, Michael Kantor, Yoni Prior and Louise 
Fox, all of whom have gone on to assume respectable roles in the theatre 
establishment. 
 
"The Dybbuk was a seminal moment for me," says Kosky, who takes the artistic 
reins of Berlin's Komische Opera in 2012. "For the first time, I spoke in a language 
on stage which I believed was mine." 
 
If The Dybbuk was a seminal moment for Kosky, then his and Wright's two-part 
epic, The Lost Echo, produced by the Sydney Theatre Company in 2006, was 
cathartic. Some audience members made an early, noisily indignant exit but most 
stayed the distance for the grisly and ghostly spectacle. 
 
For The Women Of Troy, starring Nevin as the defeated Queen Hecuba and Melita 
Jurisic as all three of the other Trojan women, Andromache, Helen and Cassandra, 
it has taken almost a year to produce the final translation, or what Kosky calls "a 
working document". 
 
"Tom (Wright) began the process of adapting Troy by reading as many translations 
as possible," says Kosky. "Then he wrote a translation in his own style, of the 
entire Euripides play, of which I will probably use about 45 per cent … our starting 
point, as always, is that everything is possible and nothing is sacred … I much 
prefer to take ancient theatre as my model, than watered-down Ibsen, as some 
Australian directors do. The theatre is the place for the sublime and the vulgar." 
The quick-witted, outspoken director says that he and Wright have developed a 
practical shorthand; a disciplined way of working, founded on instinct, trust and a 
secure friendship.  
 
"We passionately fight about things, which is all part of the intellectual jousting, but 
it's all about getting an actor-friendly translation," he says. 
 
I later mention this to Wright and sure enough, he's not precious about the words 
at all, not if it brings clarity to the vision that Kosky sees and hears in his head. 
 
"In terms of the writing, our collaborative process is done before the real business 
of directing begins," says Wright, who is translating Shakespeare's history cycle, 
The War Of The Roses, which opens the Sydney Festival in January.  
 
"The thing I learnt early from Barrie was ruthless pragmatism. In other words, if 
something works, keep it, otherwise it's expendable. By the start of rehearsal, he 
has thought things through and moves confidently to a clear and discernible end. A 
lot of the work is done in the casting and in the quality of the actors he chooses to 
work with. He uses his charm and pragmatism to get the rhythm and effect he 
wants. 
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"Barrie is like a conductor because he hears the production he wants. It's also very 
much about reductionism, which is very different to literary authenticity. A 
performance is ephemeral, a moment in time, not a literary act, set in stone." 
 
Outside the rehearsal room, Nevin is a picture of calm and concentration, relishing 
the chance to be part of Euripides' great play and to be directed by Kosky for the 
first time. She admits the process is intense and that the singing makes big 
demands on the actors. Already, she can glimpse the rewards. 

 
Design  
 
The Women of Troy, according to co-adaptor Tom Wright, “is not set in period, but in an 
anonymous, institutional room, like a neglected meeting room in a dilapidated public 
service office.”   
 
There is nowhere to hide which makes the piece even more confronting and 
uncomfortable. The set features many metal lockers, mostly open, and wooden shelves. 
When they are grouped en masse, they can appear like a mortuary.  

The designer, Alice Babidge, echoes sentiments about people in a ruined world. There is a 
cohesion in colour and tone in a disparate world. Cassandra, Andromache and Helen all 
wear black.  

"It's a stripped-back version," Babidge says. "Visually, it's vast, cold and mean; the text is 
so cruel and horrific, extreme.” An open thrust stage with a back wall of metal lockers and 
an exposed speaker – that is the set. The seats in the auditorium are covered in calico, 
perhaps representing shrouds. 

Babidge, who was fresh out of NIDA when she designed the costumes for The Lost Echo, 
is soon to work with Kosky on a production in Berlin. "Barrie's an intuitive, clear-sighted 
collaborator. I'm constantly amazed and surprised by what comes out of his mouth - it's 
thrilling … there's something very calm about the working relationship, yet also frenetic. 
He and Tom have a beautiful dynamic and their mutual trust and acceptance of trying new 
and different things inspires and affects everyone involved. Barrie opens up ideas to the 
whole ensemble." 

Lighting designer, Damien Cooper reinforces the starkness using only the fluorescent 
light overhead and a bank of stark floodlights from stage left. 
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A hooded and wired Iraqi prisoner, who, reportedly was 
told that he would be electrocuted if he fell off the box 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Abu Ghraib cell block 
 
The Abu Ghraib prison is in Abu Ghraib, an Iraqi city 
32 km west of Baghdad. It became internationally 
known as a place where Saddam Hussein's 
government tortured and executed dissidents, and 
later as the site of Abu Ghraib torture and prisoner 
abuse scandal where the United States military's 
torture of Iraqi detainees was revealed in a series of 
photographs published in worldwide news media. 
 

Under Saddam's Ba'ath government, the Abu Ghraib Prison had a reputation for some of 
the worst cases of torture in the modern world.  
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Music   

"The Women Of Troy is pared-back and half the show is music anyway … I always use 
music because it liberates theatre and takes you into the poetic … I have a rule that if I 
can find a song or piece of music to convey what it takes to say in a great many words, 
then I will. Tom also believes that less is more and he's happy when I say, 'I don't need 
those 20 lines!' " 
 
Barrie Kosky 
 
Some of the most beautiful music being used is predominantly by lutenist John Dowland, 
with a piano accompaniment. The soundtrack is melodious and fragile to off-set the 
heaviness of the text.  
 
Many scenes are sung by a Chorus of three Trojan women, who provide woe, singing a 
capella with voices exposed. The music is beautiful and in stark contrast to the dreadful 
brutality elsewhere on stage. Yet the speeches are heightened too, like arias.  
 
The full list of Composers of Music in The Women of Troy in Barrie Kosky’s STC 
production is as follows: 
 

John Dowland 
 
Carlo Gesualdo, Italian composer – Fifth Book of Madrigals 
Excerpt from Cosi Fan Tutte by Mozart 
 
Bizet – “Romance” from The Pearl Fishers 
 
Schumann 
 
Slovenian folk songs 
 
Mark Fisher, Joe Goodman & Larry Shay, When You’re Smiling 
(The Whole World Smiles With You) 1928. 
 
The Most Beautiful Girl – 1973 – recorded by Charlie Rich 
 
Stylistics, Betcha by golly wow – 1972 
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Character Summaries 

 
QUEEN HECUBA - represented, according to co-adaptor Tom Wright, as “more flinty, less 
self-pitying,” than traditional interpretations.  
 
Queen of Troy and Wife of Priam. She had nineteen children, the eldest of whom, Paris, 
was exposed on a mountainside because of evil omens and foreboding dreams. However, 
he survived and eventually returned to Troy where he was acknowledged as royal, the 
danger having seemed to have passed.  
 
Only Cassandra warned of the horrors he would bring, through his winning/stealing of 
Helen. Among her other children were the great warrior Hector, Troilus (brutally slain by 
Achilles), Cassandra and Polyxena (who was sentenced to clean the grave of Achilles and 
was later murdered.).  
 
All her children were in the end victims of the war. She was allocated as a slave to 
Odysseus (inventor of the wooden horse trick), whom she despised. There were a number 
of traditions of her death; some said that she was stoned to death in Thrace as an old 
woman and turned into a bitch with fiery eyes, who haunted the region forever. Others said 
that she died of sadness on the voyage shortly after leaving Troy. Others said that she 
was drowned in a shipwreck. And others said that she never left Troy, that she was 
conveniently ‘removed from sight’ before Odysseus embarked. She is stripped of her 
gown, her crown, her jewellery, her dignity at the outset of the play.  
 

 
Hecuba  I’m a museum piece 

A war trophy 
A relic. 
Who will own me now? 
In whose clenched fist will I squirm? 
An old woman, a slave 
Carved from tears 
This husk, this phantom, this withered wreath… 
Queen of Troy. 
Scene 1 

 
 

Hecuba  I listened to the song 
Of a civilisation destroyed 
Not the long song of a dying race 
A sudden violent conflagration 
A hideous execution 
Of an entire culture.” 
Scene 6 

 
 
 
 
 
CASSANDRA  
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Daughter of Hecuba and Priam and a princess of Troy; blind, ‘mad’, virgin prophet. Legend 
has it that when she was young Apollo fell in love with her and taught her the art of seeing 
past, present and future simultaneously on the expectation that she would succumb to his 
advances. When she rejected him, he cursed her with the fate of never being believed.  
 
As a result she lived as a priestess in the temple at Troy, considered insane by her family 
and the citizens, even as she warned them of the dangers of the wooden horse, the city’s 
doom, and the eventual rape and dispersal of the women. Cassandra was allocated as a 
slave to Agamemnon, who took her home to Mycenae. There she was butchered by 
Agamemnon’s wife, Clytemnestra; a destiny which, of course, she could see coming for 
many years. 
 
Cassandra is ‘barking mad’, even more than normal; chosen by Agamemnon to be his 
whore; a male voice informs us that Cassandra is “possessed by a god.” (Scene 3 ).  
 
Tom Wright, the co-adaptor tells us, “the key point about our version of her [Cassandra] is 
that language has ceased to be a utensil, a gift, and has instead become a hindrance, an 
obscurer, a curse. Myth has Cassandra as able to prophesy but never to be believed and 
this has a number of useful applications; e.g. feminists see it as a metaphor for the 
genuine social status of Greek women. Divine madness calls into question the limits of 
language - in Cassandra's case her language contains 'truth' but the hearer is unable to 
understand it. This is in a way an image of language's own imperfections.  
 
[Prominent Austrian 19th Century philosopher, Ludwig] Wittgenstein said 'the world is 
placed in front of our eyes, without any veil'. 
 
 [Wittgenstein was interested in the study of language and its relationship to the world.]  
 
The problem is not what is real, or even whether language can capture what is real, the 
problem is that we can't understand language properly. And in a way that's a theme of the 
play, [The Women of Troy]. Language is inadequate. For Euripides this is an ironic point 
surely, given that theatre predominantly 'shows'. For us Cassandra’s madness and 
nonsense is a manifestation of her rape. Fundamentally the point is that war's damage 
doesn't stop when the last sword is put down, it reverberates. It didn't make sense to have 
Cassandra expostulate her madness in cogent sentences. She's broken.” 
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ANDROMACHE  
 
Wife of Hector (most feared of the Trojans) and Hecuba’s daughter-in-law, mother of 
Astyanax. Her father Priam and her brothers were all killed by Achilles.  
 
In The Women of Troy, she faces her own fate and also the heartless murder of her young 
son, Astyanax; she is allocated to Achilles’ son Neoptolemus as a slave, even though she 
is heavily pregnant. In another play Euripides describes her narrowly avoiding being 
murdered by Neoptolemus’ wife when they reach Greece. Mythology has her dying, a 
wretched slave, in Epirus. 
 
Tells Helen in the same scene:  
 
ANDROMACHE  Helen 

Daughter of god 
So everyone calls you. 
But who are your real fathers? 
Shit-stinking creatures of night 
Whirlwinds of hate 
The lust of blood in the mouth, 
Death himself -  
These fathered you 
Zeus never fathered you 
You turned your whore eyelashes to us 
And death was smeared on our faces.” 
 

 
HELEN  
 
Helen is really Helen of Sparta, not the historically inaccurate” Helen of Troy.“ Helen is 
named “history’s whore” in the play, a true femme fatale. Traditionally she has beguiling 
eyes. 
 
Daughter of Zeus and Leda (whom he seduced in the form of a swan). Considered the most 
beautiful woman of her time; she exists somewhere in a space between god and human.  
 
Helen’s twin brothers were Castor and Pollux, and her sister, Clytemnestra. She was carried 
off and raped at the age of twelve by Theseus before being rescued by her brothers; later all 
the eligible men of Greece courted her.  
 
Realising how divisive this could prove, Odysseus made them all swear that they would 
support forever whomever was chosen; in the end Menelaus won her, perhaps because of 
his wealth. A few years later, Paris visited Sparta as a guest and stole off with Helen, 
claiming her as his prize for judging Aphrodite most beautiful of the goddesses. The extent 
of Helen’s willingness in this flight was unclear. Menelaus raised a fleet to win her back, and 
called on all his fellow Greek kings to keep their oath and support him; and so the Trojan 
War began. She somehow survived the war and its aftermath, and is generally agreed to 
have lived a long life in Sparta. When she died, she ascended to the Elysian fields. 
 
Helen is the raison d’etre for war in the play. 
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MENELAUS  
A diseased, ancient, nasty pervert in a wheelchair; mean-spirited Menelaus, who reveals 
in one scene a form of male damage; even the victors are victims of war, their humanity is 
diseased Scene 10. 
 
King of Sparta, brother of Agamemnon, Menelaus was one of the leaders of the Greek 
expedition to capture Troy and reclaim his ‘stolen’ wife Helen. When Troy eventually fell, 
legend has it that he found Helen in a bedroom and intended to kill her, but she tore open her 
dress, revealing her breasts, and he wavered. In the end, it took years for Menelaus and 
Helen to return to Sparta; on the way he lost most of his ships and his treasure. Exhausted by 
the war and the perils of the return, he was taken up to the Elysian fields after his death. 
 
 
You will notice the excision of the Chorus (whose role has been replaced by a 
sung/musical element performed by three women). 
 
 
ASTYANAX   
The son of Hector and Andromache. Hector had named him Scamandrius but the people 
called him Astyanax ("King of the City"). He was killed during the fall of Troy, when 
Neoptolemus, son of Achilles, threw him from the wall, saying to Andromache, "Since my 
father killed his father he might try to avenge the death. He also could become King of 
Troy, and we want no more kings of Troy!" 
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Before seeing the production, explore these questions: 
 
For students who aren’t familiar with or have read the play 
 
1. The Women of Troy has been called “one of the most powerful and compelling anti-
war plays ever written.” Brainstorm with your class other anti-war texts that you have read 
or seen: e.g. M.A.S.H., Catch 22, G.I. Jane etc.  
 
Kosky calls Euripides’ play “a howl of protest against war through the eyes of women and 
children left behind as a result of war. I0 years after the Trojan War…. It deals with the 
catastrophe of war, not the lead up to war, unlike many other war plays.” How does the 
play capture the spirit of our world? 
 
2. Kosky believes that Euripides writes “the best roles for women represented in war and 
in family relationships, unparalleled until Shakespeare.” Can you think of other female 
characters in this predicament? e.g. Mother Courage. Unlike Brecht, Euripides is not 
didactic; he never lectures. In Australian literature read Nevil Shute’s A Town Like Alice. 
 
3. The plays of Greek Drama were all written in competition, not unlike So You Think You 
Can Dance or Australian Idol. Euripides only won once. Further research these Greek 
Drama competitions where gold medals were rewarded to the winner.  
 
4. A trio of portraits of actor Melita Jurisic taken in role as Andromache, Helen and 
Cassandra, features on the poster and print advertisement for The Women of Troy. Clip it 
from Spectrum or Metro in The Sydney Morning Herald.  
 
 What can you tell about the play from this STC poster image of the play? What does this 
ad tell you about the marketing strategy for this production? What alternative images 
would you choose to represent the play? Note Euripides writes stupendous roles for 
women.  
 
5. Briefly research the genre of Greek Tragedy. Remember that all female roles were 
played by men in Ancient Greece and all characters wore masks, which don’t appear in 
this modern production. Hecuba tells us the purpose of the play at the end: 
 
“Why turn the world upside down? 
Why? 
Why?  
Why? 
To make us history? 
To tell a fine story 
For actors to groan 
For a thousand years?” 
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Activities for students who have read the play 
 
1. Playbuild around the representation of the Politics of War – Euripides gives us 
questions and possibilities of war, not the answers. 

Improvise around these themes: 
• family politics 
• deglorification of war 
• fate 
• women in war – become sex slaves or concubines or are killed. 
• existence of the gods  

 
You may choose to use lines from. HECUBA’s speech below as a starting point. 
 

“There is a power 
Without name 
That vaults the earth 
That spins where the world reels 
That is unnameable 
That is beyond understanding 
Whatever you are 
Hear me 
You make sure 
What begins 
Is brought to an end.” 

 
 

2. What does the title The Women of Troy tell you about the play? Why do you think 
Barrie Kosky and Tom Wright have entitled their adaptation this way, rather than the 
traditional The Trojan Women? Research the meaning of the directorial term “auteur” 
and apply it to Kosky. 
 
3. What expectations do you have for Euripides’ play in production now you have read 
scenes from the play, especially regarding the characters of Hecuba and Helen? 
Comment on the pared back simplicity of the text, like Beckett. [Kosky says “We are left 
with bone, no meat” [in Euripides’ play.] 

4. Find examples of black humour and sardonic cynicism in the play. Kosky’s productions 
have been called “austere burlesques,” by Sydney theatre critic Bryce Hallett. How does 
this term apply to The Women of Troy? (e.g. Blood-soaked and under-dressed, Hecuba 
and the other remaining Trojan women are constrained in a large cupboard, while 
Menelaus rolls victoriously on his motorised wheelchair, trying on Helen's sunglasses mid-
oppression.) 

5. Outline in detail what you perceive the essential preparation for either of the two  main 
actors and/or Menelaus and/or the Chorus in Euripides’ The Women of Troy in their 5 
week rehearsal period. How is the female Chorus used in this production? 
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After seeing the production, explore these questions: 
 

For students who hadn’t read the play 
 

1. Director Kosky has said, “I love the three dimensional, living characters that Euripides 
creates.” How does the playwright also use characterisation in a formalised approach to 
represent different values and attitudes, particularly regarding war in The Women of 
Troy? 

 
2. The Women of Troy represents these women after the destruction of their city in the 
Trojan War. The Trojan men are dead and the women and children are waiting to be 
shipped into slavery – or death. What expectations did you have before seeing this 
production? What changed for you after seeing it? Remember the play begins with most 
women having been taken away as slaves – 5 are left and one remains at the end. The 
play is “partly mythological, like a Biblical text; it’s a foundation myth.” according to Tom 
Wright. 
 
3. Barrie Kosky has said, “Theatre is not medicine.”  Did you find aspects of his play, 
which represents war and rape, unpalatable or emotionally harrowing? Remember, like 
most Greek tragedies, the violence happens off-stage. This production is punctuated by 
many gun shots. It’s a series of confrontations.  
 
4. Comment on the important role of music in this production, all contemporaneous to the 
time of the play. The original had many funereal songs and processions. The singers 
provide woe. 
 
5. Design - What mood does Kosky’s and Alice Babidge’s set evoke from the out-set of the 
play? How does this alter at different times in the production? Sketch their set and list all 
the (minimal) props: e.g. mobile phones, motorized wheel chair, cardboard boxes.  
 
Could the production represent an aspect of Sydney? 
 
 “This city, so rich, so powerful; 
So pleased with itself 
So full of energy 
When there’s pleasure in the offing, 
So weak when there’s work to be done  
So ready to believe in the easy answer 
So ready to delude itself 
Troy.” …. “More a brothel than a city….. an encyclopaedia of horror.” 
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For students who had read the play… 
 

1. One critic has said, “I-know-it’s-important-but-it-doesn’t-speak-to-me- that I suspect is 
how many of us feel about Greek Drama.”  Comment on this view of the genre in relation 
to this production. 

2. Direction – What do you think was the vision of the director Barrie Kosky and his 
interpretation of the play, which is an adaptation of other translations of Euripides’ text?  

(The role of the director of a theatrical production not only includes finding the best actors 
for the play, creating truthful and believable performances, and building an effective 
ensemble, but also defining a particular vision for the text.)  

This adaptation of The Women of Troy attempts to unlock Euripides’ timeless story with 
its terrifyingly contemporary resonances. How does Kosky’s production achieve this? 
(Note there are no anachronisms in the language of the play, only in the design and the 
props.) As the story is timeless, the war depicted is not Bosnia nor Georgia nor 
Afghanistan, according to Kosky. “Troy is synonomous here with the West, not Islam…. 
It’s about the collapse of a Western system of belief, to be replaced by something else.”  

3 Monologues – Reference: Richard Baines and Mike O’Brien, Taking Stage – A 
Performance Handbook, Hodder Education, Sydney 1992- includes Scripted, Choosing a 
monologue and Conflict; also self-devised monologues – where to start, creating your own 
script, the cut and paste monologue including case studies. 

 Try to prepare and block any or all of the three monologues at the end of these Teachers’ 
Notes. 

4. Hecuba says in the play, “I see what the Gods do…. They pile high great towers of 
nothing. And smash down anything we think great.” Debate this statement in class 
regarding the belief in the gods at the time of the Ancient Greeks and in our society today.. 
 
5. How does lighting designed by Damien Cooper contribute to the mood of the scenes? 
What effect do these lighting states achieve? List some others that were used. (Here’s a 
starter: lighting states include strip lighting bordering the blue carpet, and side lighting etc)  
 
 How does the piano music played live by Daryl Wallis and other sound design contribute 
to the production? Comment on the use of 70s songs such as the Stylistics, Betcha by 
golly wow and Charlie Rich’s mournful ballad The Most Beautiful Girl, sung in a French 
accent at the outset of the production. How does the 1920s standard When You’re Smiling 
(The Whole World Smiles With You) resonate here. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
PLAY TEXT 
Euripides, Adapted by Barrie Kosky and Tom Wright, The Women of Troy – unpublished 
– 415 BC – 11 scenes 
 
Medea – canonical tragedy – 431 BC 
 
Hippolytus – 428 BC 
 
Bacchae – first performed posthumously 
 
Unfortunately we know of over 40 or 50 lost plays of Euripides.  

FILMOGRAPHY 

Michael Cacoyannis (dir.) The Trojan Women 1971 Greece – starring Katharine 
Hepburn as Hecuba, Vanessa Redgrave as Andromache, Genevieve Bujold as Cassandra 
and Irene Papas as Helen. Wonderful adaptation of Euripides’ tragedy, filmed in Greece. 
After fierce fighting, all of the Princes and warriors of Troy are killed in the Trojan war. The 
film tells the story of the women left behind. Tag line: “The strength of mankind has 
always been its women.”  
 
Hecuba and the other women of Troy rise to find their city in ruins and their cause 
lost. The city has fallen into Greek hands and it is likely their lot to become slaves 
of Greek soldiers. A messenger approaches to inform them that the lots have been 
drawn and each woman will be taken to the man who drew for her. Of particular 
interest is Hecuba's daughter, Cassandra, who is chosen for the Greek king’s 
bedchamber. She has received word of this news already and is in hiding because 
she has sworn an oath to the gods that she will live as a virgin.  
 
Electra 1962 starring Irene Papas 
 
Iphigenia 1977 starring Irene Papas as Clytemestra 
 
Tyrone Guthrie (dir.) Oedipus Rex 1957 – a landmark stage production filmed for 
posterity. 
 
Jorgos Javellas (dir.) Antigone 1961 - starring Irene Papas 
 
Apocalyptic storylines:  Blindness (director Fernando Meirelles, novel by Portuguese 
Nobel Prize winner Jose Saramago. Starring Mark Ruffalo and Julianne Moore – a 
harrowing 1995 parable about an unnamed city stricken with a plague of sightlessness) 
Also look at I Am Legend, 28 Weeks Later and The Road by Cormac McCarthy which is 
released as a film later in 2008. 
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Bruce Beresford (dir.) Paradise Road 1997 Australia- Fact-based recounting of a group of 
women who are imprisoned on the island of Sumatra by the Japanese during World War II 
and used music as a relief to their misery. Starring Glenn Close & Cate Blanchett. 
 
 
Daniel Mann (dir.) Playing For Time 1980 U.S.A. - Female prisoners in a Nazi 
concentration camp (Auschwitz) are spared from death in return for performing music for 
their captors. Based on Fania Fénelon’s autobiography The Musicians of Auschwitz, 
adapted by Arthur Miller, (writer). Starring Vanessa Redgrave. 
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Reviews  
 

War's a bitch and then you die  
September 26th 2008  
Written by Diana Simmonds for stagenoise.com.au 

 

WAR is terrible. We know that only too well from any number of plays, movies and books; 
which is not to say it's a message that doesn't bear repeating. Often. What is not repeated 
often, if at all however, and certainly not in sensitive society, is the lesson of Hecuba's fate 
as what is left of her life plays out before us in The Women of Troy. 

What becomes horribly apparent as Hecuba's life and nightmares return to haunt her, is 
that the worst thing about war may actually be to survive it. In this case Hecuba, Queen of 
Troy, is uniquely positioned to experience the very worst of the aftermath of the war 
between the Trojans and Athenians. She has seen her husband killed, her city laid waste, 
her daughters raped, mutilated and murdered and eventually, her young grandson hurled 
to his death because he is the son of a hero and therefore bound to be a future threat. 
What can be worse than all this than to be alive with the memories and mental images? 

In the opening minutes of this sparse yet rich adaptation, all of these things become 
agonisingly clear through the performance of Robyn Nevin as the ageing queen Hecuba. 
Her helpless fury, bewilderment and despair are made manifest in her twisted and rigid 
hands and a voice that rises from her depths like some volcanic eruption of hatred and 
desolation. It is a monumental performance which seems to have been dragged from her 
inner being and is made even more powerful through its nuances and subtleties. If Nevin 
has done anything better it's hard to recollect: for an hour and twenty minutes she is the 
icy-fiery eye of a storm which is women's experience of war over the millennia. 

Playing beside her in a trio of roles/archetypes is Melita Jurisic as Hecuba's blind, crazy 
daughter Cassandra; her daughter-in-law Andromache, grieving and heavily pregnant; and 
finally, as the catalyst of the historic disaster, Helen, the fatal femme beloved of Paris - 
Hecuba's beloved son. Jurisic is terrific in these diverse portrayals and grabs each by its 
throat for all its worth. In Hollywood terms, this is the kind of performance the Oscar voters 
love and give the big tick to - showy, dramatic, crowd-pleasing and irresistible. For my 
money, however, the play belongs to Robyn Nevin who towers diminutively above the 
pack of splendid women that surrounds her. 

The pack is, of course, a chorus - in this case a trio - of hapless observer-commentators in 
Natalie Gamsu, Jenny Vuletic and Queenie van de Zandt. In a set-up that has been 
likened to the images now so familiar from the abuse circus of Abu Ghraib, they are 
stripped to their vulnerable underwear, their bruises and bloody injuries adding to that 
humiliated vulnerability. Each spends most of the time cowering perilously on an upturned 
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box, power cables trailing from ankles, a black hood pulled roughly over the head. (Then 
photographed on mobile phones by the guards in a further well-known image from recent 
conflicts.) 

The setting (Alice Babidge) for this archetypal horror is a stark, brightly lit (Damien 
Cooper) open space backed by a wall of stacked metal filing cabinets and shelves that 
suggest the least comfortable of barracks or prison or Soviet era clerical establishment. 
The audience sits on white draped seats that lends a look that might be a hospital ward or 
a place of abandonment; whatever takes your fancy is really the point because it's all a 
dream or a nightmare. 

At the same time there is an unusual level of restraint for a Kosky work. A rape is 
suggested rather than seen, beatings and other atrocities are, for the most part, not 
enacted but merely obvious by the injuries and bruises sported by each of the women. 
These aides imaginaire are, unsurprisingly, more effective than more obvious graphic 
depictions and are the work of Lauren A. Proietti, credited in the program as "hair wig and 
make up supervisor" but who deserves her own curtain call for such excruciatingly realistic 
yet somehow low-key work. It's one of the many effective things about The Women of Troy 
- the relative moderation shown in the depiction of these historic horrors means 
imagination and memory can go into overdrive. Which is where the contemporary 
analogies arise. 

Contemporary and archaic also describes the juxtaposition and interweaving of songs and 
music into the narrative. Again, the effect is to heighten the action on stage and the 
invariable contradictions make for almost unbearable drama (where, in truth, there is little 
actually going on). So, when the battered, terrified women cower in the unhappy shelter of 
some filing cabinets and begin harmonising "When you're smiling, when you're smiling, the 
whole world smiles with you," it evokes Vera Lynn, death camps, Playing For Time and 
other heavenly choirs of the condemned. The last days of Troy could not have been less 
grim or magnificent. 

The Women of Troy constitutes great work by all concerned and it's a strange, inspiring, 
jaw- and heart-numbing experience that I wouldn't have missed for the world. 

Some may know that Sydney Theatre Company has entered into a sort of exchange 
partnership with Trafalgar Studios, a theatre in London. The idea is that productions from 
each should be seen in the other's theatre. The first show to be presented under this 
exchange banner is Riflemind, Andrew Upton's play about a bored and boring old rock 
band. It seems London's critics were as underwhelmed or mixed in their opinions of it as 
those in Sydney, which seems generous. What a pity that the flag-bearing show to go to 
London could not have been The Women of Troy - new, old, original, brilliant, stirring, 
terrible and featuring the performance of the year: Robyn Nevin's Hecuba. War's a bitch. 
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“Horrors leavened by song,”  
By John McCallum The Australian, September 23, 2008  
 
The Women of Troy  
By Euripides 
adapted by Barrie Kosky and Tom Wright.  
 
 
IN a year full of stories of war and exile in Sydney theatre, this production is the 
one most full of horror. It is fascinating and terrible, drawing us into its world 
despite our fear.  
 
Euripides' play is about the last days of Troy, after its fall. The great queen Hecuba 
waits, all her men dead, with a chorus of newly enslaved women, to hear her fate 
and the fates of her mad virgin daughter Cassandra and her daughter-in-law 
Andromache, the mother of her grandson. She encounters Helen, who supposedly 
caused it all, and then grieves piteously when the body of her murdered grandson 
is brought to her. At the end she is led away to slavery, utterly defeated.  
 
Kosky's production, stripping the play of its gods and its excuses, plays all this with 
a visceral brutality. We are in what appears to be a drab corridor, with the Trojan 
ramparts a vast wall of metal lockers (the designer is Alice Babidge) and the 
torturers passing to and fro like mindless functionaries. The chorus -- beaten, 
bloodied and vulnerable -- stand on boxes, with black hoods and wires attached, in 
an image that has still not lost its power. As the women receive their sentences 
they are packed away, like so much luggage, into large cardboard boxes, taped up 
and consigned to a trolley to be carted off.  
 
Euripides' play, referring to later stories that his audience knew well, made it clear 
that the Greek perpetrators of this savagery were about to get their just deserts, 
but this production leaves that out.  
 
Robyn Nevin gives one of the great performances of her career as Hecuba: 
hunched and old, her hands useless in front of her, defeated but still proud in the 
moments when she rallies and rails, and then finally exhausted as she too is 
packed off in a box. Melita Jurisic, back on our stage after returning from Europe, 
is magnificent as Cassandra, Andromache and Helen: feverishly mad but truthful 
as Cassandra, motherly but driven by grief to a kind of madness as Andromache, 
then troubled as a wearily flirtatious Helen repeatedly betrayed by men's 
expectations.  
 
So what is uplifting about all this horror? What makes it a great tragedy, rather than 
just a nightmare?  
 
It is, as you'd expect with Kosky, the music. The chorus of wounded, bleeding 
women -- Natalie Gamsu, Queenie van de Zandt and Jennifer Vuletic -- gloriously 
sing music by Mozart and Bizet, as well as madrigals and folk songs. Relentless 
tales of disaster and suffering have to have some point in their telling, and here it is 
that, in the face of all this, people still sing.  
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Robyn Nevin and Melita Jurisic play off each other beautifully in this 
compressed, yet relevant adaptation.  
Stephen Dunne, review in The Sydney Morning Herald, September 22, 2008 
 

BEFORE a last scene of Hecuba's affecting rage 
over the child corpse of Astyanax (Narek 
Armaganian at this performance), Barrie Kosky and 
Tom Wright's free-playing and compressed 
adaptation of Euripides theatrically climaxes a 
scene earlier. 

Blood-soaked and under-dressed, Hecuba (Robyn 
Nevin) and the other remaining Trojan women (Natalie 
Gamsu, Queenie Van De Zandt and Jennifer Vuletic) are 
being constrained in a large cupboard (attractive design 
from Alice Babidge), while Menelaus (Arthur Dignam) 
rolls victoriously on his motorised wheelchair, trying on 
Helen's sunglasses mid-oppression. 

Hecuba and the women are singing a cheery, multipart 
version of Shay, Fisher and Goodwin's tune When You're Smiling (The Whole World 
Smiles With You), accompanied on piano (Daryl Wallis) and multiple loud gunshots 
(mostly timed too artificially). 

Melita Jurisic plays all the named women who aren't Hecuba. She's a compellingly childish 
Cassandra, the mad and maddening prophet decked out in goth contact lenses and 
twisted physicality. She's heavily pregnant as Hector's wife Andromache, and completes 
the trilogy as a brief Helen, here a deluded Fellini-esque starlet, her fatal eyes shielded by 
dark sunglasses. 

Nevin's Hecuba starts as a mute head in a sack, and her guttural, growling performance, 
even when restricted by the boxes those nasty Greeks insist their prisoners stand upon, is 
enormous fun. In what is basically a two-hander with talented chorus, Nevyn and Jurisic 
play off each other beautifully - the bitter yet knowing queen versus various versions of her 
female relatives by blood or lust, mired in their own refractions of their culture's 
destruction. 

The boxes and hoods, plus the staff's habit of photographing their inmates on mobile 
phones, are an instant reference to the Abu Ghraib atrocities, and the work is nicely 
fascinated with the mundane mechanics of such institutions - the guards (Patricia Cotter, 
Kyle Rowling) strolling past the bodies with their packed lunches in little plastic bags. 

The big, important stuff (war, genocide in its actual meaning, the way it's always the 
women and kids who suffer for the idiot vanity of men) are resolutely clear in a production 
that is eminently watchable, thrillingly acted and a lot more slyly funny than it may first 
appear. 

Decadent, destroyed Troy will happily stand for a larger seaside city closer to home. There 
will always be failed leaders who are claimed as "the safe pair of hands / the 
commonsense man". 

And history will always be told by the victors, while there will always be minions managing 
the bureaucracy and mechanics of subjugation. 
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The Women of Troy | Sydney Theatre Company 
Written by Rebecca Whitton for australianstage.com.Au 
22 September 2008 

Left - Robyn Nevin, Jennifer Vuletic. Cover - Melita Jurisic 
and Robyn Nevin. Photos - Tracey Schramm 
 
Barrie Kosky often divides audiences but 
in this impressive production of The 
Women of Troy everything that is origina
astute and poetic about Kosky shines 
through. Kosky, the imaginative theatre 
maker is a
 
Working with Tom Wright’s significantly 
reduced text Kosky transforms The 
Women of Troy into a play for our times
without diluting Euripides’ anti-war 
message. Wright’s lean and contemporary 
adaptation makes the narrative and 

intentions of this Greek classic crystal clear. In the hands of Kosky and Wright, The 
Women of Troy remains a clarion call fo
 
In The Women of Troy Euripides unequivocally criticises two fundamental tenets of the 
ancient Greek civilisation: their brutal warrior culture and their right to objectify and 
dehumanise not only their enemies, but also Greek women. 
 
In Euripides’ view, the Greek king Menelaus undertook the siege of Troy out of sheer 
bloody pride. Helen was his possession and he wanted her back, not so much because 
he loved her but because she was his. 
 
Greek citizens would not have enjoyed being confronted with their brutality by 
Euripides, having sacked island of Melos in a similar manner only the previous year.  
 
Kosky similarly challenges his contemporary audience with this production. The setting 
is strongly reminiscent of the US prisoner of war camp in Iraq, Abu Ghraib – a place and 
a war in which Australians are deeply implicated. In Kosky’s version, we are the 
conquering Greeks. 
 
The play begins after the sacking of Troy. It deals with the misery of Hecuba, Queen of 
Troy (Robyn Nevin) and the other women of the royal household (Cassandra, 
Andromache and Helen – all played by Melita Jurisic).  
 
Not only has Troy has been brutally obliterated but the women have each been 
consigned as a concubine/slave to one of the conquering heroes. 

l, 

t his best.   

 

r compassion.  

 
Euripides’ The Women of Troy is possibly the original anti-war play in the Western 
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canon. Hecuba’s description of the devastation of Troy is a famous depiction of the 
terrible effects of war and, in particular, the terrible treatment of women in war.  
 
Robyn Nevin’s Hecuba reverberates with shell shocked vehemence and powerlessness 
at the brutality of the invasion and the loss of her city. Her daughter, the virgin prophet 
Cassandra dementedly rages against her fate. 
 
Her daughter in law, pregnant Andromache tragically faces not only her own fate but 
also the heartless murder of her small son (alternatively played by Narek 
Armaganian/Nicholas Bakopoulos-Cooke). 
 
Finally, full of rationalisations, Helen has to face Menelaus, her husband (Arthur 
Dignam) and return with him to Greece to be publicly executed. 
 
Melita Jurisic is dazzling as she handles the respective madness, maternal sorrow and 
femme fatale duplicity of her three characters. 
 
One by one the women are consigned to Greece. Like cargo, they are each pushed into 
a cardboard box which is gaffer taped up. These boxes are by far the most eloquent and 
harrowing image in the production underlining the dehumanising effect of war. 
 
Much of Kosky’s version is sung. Three women comprise the chorus (Natalie Gamsu, 
Queenie Van De Zandt and Jennifer Vuletic). Together with Nevin and Jurisic they 
make a magnificent and extraordinarily moving five-woman choir supported by pianist 
Daryl Wallace.  
 
The music is deeply affecting. The women sing an eclectic range of songs including 
haunting eastern European folk songs, madrigals, Mozart and Bizet and the war time 
stoic’s favourite, When You’re Smiling. They sing to raise themselves above their 
experiences and as an expression of their terrible grief. It has a similar effect upon the 
audience, alleviating the intensity of the action.  
 
Alice Babidge’s set and costumes are designed to evoke the prisoner of war camp. The 
stark set is bare: just metal lockers piled high against the back wall, a filthy carpet and a 
loud speaker. Hecuba and the chorus of women are stripped to their long underwear; 
their hair has been crudely cut and they are covered in blood and bruises. Only the 
characters played by Jurisic are dressed to reveal their nature. 
 
Lighting designer, Damien Cooper reinforces the starkness using only the fluorescent 
light overhead and a bank of stark floodlights from stage left. 
 
The sound design by David Gilfillan is the most unsettling. He has created an ambient 
background track of a fusion of screams of torture and banal popular music – the sort 
played by U.S. soldiers in both Vietnam and Iraq. Ear splitting gun shots sporadically 
throughout the performance. It is the soundtrack of contemporary war. 
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In his recent Sydney lecture, “Who needs Greek” visiting Cambridge Professor of 
Classics, Professor Simon Goldhill suggested that we return to the classics to study how 
we are the same and how we differ.  
 
When it comes to Greek theatre, this is easier said than done. In lesser hands much is 
often lost in translation. Kosky’s The Women of Troy, however, masterfully delivers a 
powerful lesson for today from our distant cultural past. 
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Resources 
 
Scenes from The Women of Troy 
Scene I p.2 Hecuba’s introductory monologue.  
 
HECUBA  Troy. 

No city now. No queen.  
Country, gone. 
Children, gone. 
Husband, gone. 
Wealth, gone. 
The Gods grind me down. 
Crush me. 
Face, skull, ribs. 
 
Ten years… 
Ships came from the night 
Oars punching blackened sea: 
The brothers of Helen, from Greece, 
Racing to sacred Troy. 
A cacophony, whistles, trumpets 
Roars 
Anchoring 
Cables laced and knotted 
They nestled in the lap of Troy 
A sniff of Helen in their nostrils 
Tracking her scent over sea and earth 
Helen 
Wife of Menelaus 
Any body’s Wife  
Helen’s brothers 
Helen’s nation 
Those butchers of my husband 
My Priam. 
 
I’m a museum piece 
A war trophy 
A relic. 
Who will own me now? 
In whose clenched fist will I squirm? 
An old woman, a slave 
Carved from tears 
This husk, this phantom, this withered wreath… 
Queen of Troy. 
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Scene 6 p.p. 9-13 
 
Hecuba  Ten years those walls held. 

Our walls 
And would have held forever. 
Idiocy destroyed us 
The moronic men 
Who opened the gates 
“An offering! 
A sacred statue! 
A wooden horse! 
An apology, 
A concession! 
We have won!” 
This city, so rich, so powerful; 
So pleased with itself 
So full of energy 
When there’s pleasure in the offing, 
So weak when there’s work to be done  
So ready to believe in the easy answer 
So ready to delude itself 
Troy 
We all fell 
Like a wind it whipped through the streets 
The news 
Peace 
Men shed armour 
Women ran bare-shouldered through the markets 
Children appeared blinking in the morning light 
“The war’s over!” 
This city, free 
I watched from my little window 
Disgusting 
Poor behaviour. 
We were beasts 
Not Trojans 
After being crammed together 
The city stank. 
They rolled it in 
Through the gates 
The wooden monster. 
Huge lifeless horse eyes 
Watching  
Watching 
As they swarmed like sick moths 
Over its flanks. 
All day it lasted 
Our men  
Drunk, drained of their strength 
slept in vomit 
Our women, our girls swayed through the lanes 
Naked 
Children ran amok 
Untended, as drunk as their parents 
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I watched from my perch 
I did not sleep 
The screeching…. 
More a brothel than a city 
Troy,  
We had prevailed 
And as the evening breeze came from the sea 
I almost let myself feel 
Victory 
But from the shadowy belly of that timber beast 
They fell,  
Like drops of sweat 
Like dung. 
Greeks. 
They had been in that pregnant wooden womb 
All day 
Saving their energy 
Hearing the orgy outside 
Swiftly they swarmed 
Overpowered the gatekeepers 
Slid the bolt 
And in poured the invading army 
They could hardly believe it 
Troy the mighty 
Had fallen to such a childish trick 
They were delirious 
The slaughter began 
Greeks would see a Trojan face 
And one powerful blow would send 
The Trojan head tumbling on the dust 
I screamed 
“Wake 
Wake 
Trojans 
Wake!” 
The Greeks poured like ink through the unmoving city 
Staining it all 
When the last Greek soldier was in they bolted the gate behind them 
Our impenetrable defences 
Now kept us trapped inside 
And the panic erupted 
Our men, our boys  
Skewered on poles 
Great soldiers, veterans of ten years’ fighting 
Dully fumbled in the dust 
For their swords 
While foreign youths 
Sliced their arteries open. 
Any woman foolish enough to crawl from the sewers 
Or cellars  
Would be stripped and they would swarm on her 
Till she disappeared under a writhing ball 
Of men. 
All this I could see as the fires spread 
At first a few in piles of straw 
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Then houses, entire streets were set alight 
Until the city glowed orange 
An encyclopaedia of horror 
Here 
Children raped 
Here the elderly battered with rocks and bricks 
Here young women stabbed over and over 
to provide more  
Entry points for the raging men 
Bodies piled in the streets 
These beast-men bathing themselves in wine and blood 
Some like wolves 
Some like lions 
Some like black bears 
Some like rats 
Some like snakes 
I could not rip my eyes away 
Behind me the palace was shaking  
The women shrieking the servants uselessly trying to fight 
The Greeks 
Howling their rage and triumph 
Ran up walls 
Scaled cliffs of white stone 
And slipped through the windows 
Even they 
Even these beasts 
Stopped 
Amazed at our wealth at our rich fabrics 
At the silver and bronze 
The beautiful statues 
The furniture of mahogany 
The Asian perfumes that floated through the long halls 
Then it was all dragged out 
And off to their ships 
I barricaded myself in 
I tried to climb out my window, 
Too small 
Outside my door the noise of violation 
The stink of humans shitting themselves in fear 
The rich smell of blood 
I turned and glanced one last time  
Troy was burning.. 
Inside, beyond my door 
The singing began 
The swaying, droning song of the victors 
Dressed-up in our clothes 
Squatting in our thrones 
Drinking from our glass cups 
Pissing on our shrines 
Passing noble women to each other 
As they threw limbs, hands, heads of our generals - 
I almost… 
My door was felled with one kick 
I thought it was a giant fox 
Red, feral, bristling 
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No, it was a man 
Soaked in gore and draped in a fine curtain 
He grabbed me: 
 “It’s the bitch 
It’s the queen!” Someone punched me in the throat 
And threw me in a sack 
A kitten off to be drowned. 
I was carried through the palace as it burned around us 
And I listened to the song 
Of a civilisation destroyed 
Not the long song of a dying race 
A sudden violent conflagration 
A hideous execution 
Of an entire culture. 
A song of wiping history clean 
They were carrying me out of the walls 
Troy’s stupid, vain walls 
They were carrying me through the streets  
And under it all 
What was that sound? 
That liquid rhythm? 
They were wading 
Ankle deep 
In blood. 
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Scene 10  p.p. 20 - 2  
HELEN  She 

Her 
She began all this 
That Paris slipped from her womb, 
That boy, burning with ambition 
She stoked in him 
She 
Dreaming he would one day rule  
Her precious brothel-city – 
And then what happened? 
From the mists 
Three goddesses came 
Murmuring 
Choose, choose, choose 
Between us 
As they flaunted and danced 
Slunk around him 
Me 
Said Athena 
And you will have the power of arms 
Me 
Said Hera 
And all Asia, all Europe is yours 
Then Aphrodite breathed 
Me 
I was the prize 
I was all she offered 
And all I did 
All that came after 
Was to glorify Greece 
Not this outpost. 
You have won 
You serve no lords 
No tyrant rules you 
As Greece rose 
I fell 
Sold once you’ll remember 
For the beauty of my body. 
I should be wearing a crown  
Not chains 
For my service to Greece. 
But no 
I’m still just meat to be sold. 
 
What do I hear you say? 
‘Oh, that’s all irrelevant. 
You betrayed you husband, 
You ran away with another man’. 
When that criminal 
Her son 
Showed up in my bedroom 
Let’s not forget he had a goddess  
Smiling by his side. 
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Also, who was it who sailed off to Crete 
Leaving me alone with him,  
Idle, wetting his lips, 
In your own home? 
What was I thinking? Why? Why? 
What could have possessed me to run off 
With a stranger 
Into shame and a lifetime 
Of being spat on? Why would I 
Turn my back on friends, family, my home? 
It’s clear I wasn’t myself 
It was Aphrodite. I blame her. 
She and her desires slid into me. 
So, punish her. Punish the goddess. Kill her. 
She can even bend Zeus with her eyelashes. 
What chance did I stand? 
 
What else could you say against me? 
The moment Paris was killed 
He and I 
Organised, arranged by gods 
It was all over 
It was broken 
The spell lifted. 
You’ll say 
At that moment once I was free from the curse 
I should have fled, stolen from the palace here 
Found my way to your camps. 
Well, I tried. 
Ask anyone; sentries, guards, the men in the towers, 
Over and over I was caught 
And locked up 
Once even I lowered myself from the walls on rope… 
 
Menelaus 
You are my husband 
Do you really think your honour is served, 
That history will praise you 
If you kill me? 
It is not just. 
I was raped, if you only understood that. 
Paris held me down.  
I was raped. 
There was no way I could resist 
Not with gods against me. 
All this is their doing. 
Do you challenge their will? 
Go ahead. Leave me out of it. 
Or are you a fool? 
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